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Abstract 
A generalization of G sets, called partial G sets, are the sets that admit an action of 
partial maps on their subsets. Partial actions are a powerful tool to generalize many 
results of group actions. These generalizations are obtained by using global actions 
when they exist. The main objective of this paper is to construct the global action of a 
given finite partial group action on a set. For this, first we generalize the orbit-stabilizer 
theorem for partial group actions and use it to know the exact size of the orbits in the 
global set. 
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1. Introduction   
First, we recall the definition of a partial action on a set from [3]. 
 
Definition 1.1. Let G  be a group and ,X  a set. A partial action of G on X  is a pair  
},}{,}{{ GggGggD     where for each ,Gg  gD  is a subset of X  and  
ggg
DD 1:  is a bijective map, satisfying the following three properties for each  
hg, :G   
(i)  XD 1  and ,1 XId  the identity map on ,X   
(ii)  ,)( 1 ghghgg DDDD    
(iii)  ))(( xhg   )(xgh  for .111   ghh DDx                 
 
 If   is a partial action of G on ,X  then we say that X  is a partial G set or 
),( X as a partial action. Partial actions of groups appeared in many areas of 
mathematics and are studied by many authors on different structures (see [3,4,5,6,7 
and 8]). When a partial action on some structure is given, then one of the most relevant 
problem is the question of existence and uniqueness of a globalization; that is, a global 
group action (enveloping action) whose restriction to the original object gives initial 
partial action. In [1], Abadie discussed the problem of deciding whether a given partial 
action is the restriction of a global action and uniqueness of this global action. The 
definition of the global action of a partial action and the exact solution of the problem 
depend upon the category under consideration. For example, in the category of 
C algebras, enveloping action is unique when it exists; whereas in the category of the 
topological spaces, for each partial action there always exists a unique enveloping 
action. In particular, when X  a is non-empty set and   is a partial action of G on ,X   
there exists a global action ),( T  for ),,( X  where T  is a set with global action  
}|{ Ggg    on it such that sg
'
  are bijections on T  and   is the restriction of   
on X . That is, ,TX  T  is the orbit of X , )(XXD gg  for each Gg  and  
.)()( 1 ggg Dxxx   In this situation, for each ,Xx  the partial orbit  
xggx
OXDxxO   }|)({ 1
  and the partial stabilizer |{ GgGx 

1 gDx and 
})( xxg   = xG  as observed in [2] . Throughout this paper, the group G is finite and 
for Xx  we use xG  for both 

xG  and xG  as they are equal.  
 
 Many properties of partial actions are obtained by using their relationships to global 
actions, so global actions are considered important for partial actions when they exist. It 
is pertinent to note that the orbit-stabilizer theorem provides the order of an orbit xO  in 
terms of the stabilizer xG  and 

xx GG   when Xx . Thus the orbit-stabilizer theorem 
of a partial action ),( X  can give information regarding the order of an orbit in .T  But 
the theorem is not true for partial actions on sets as observed in Example 2.3. So, first 
we generalize the orbit-stabilizer theorem for partial actions on sets (Theorem 2.10). 
Then using this, we get |,|/|||||| x
x
xx GGOO 
  where }|{ 1 h
x DxGhG  (see 
Corollary 2.12). Finally, with the known size of the orbit ,xO  the global action of a given 
partial action on a set is constructed. 
 
2. Global Actions of Partial Actions on Sets 
In this section, we consider a partial action ( ,X ) of a finite group G on set 

X with the 
global action ( ,T ) .  
 
Definition 2.1. Let 

X  be a subset of partial G set X . Then 

X is said to be a 
partial G subset of X  if gDXx 

 implies .)(1

  Xxg     
 
A natural example of a partial G set is provided by the following result. 
  
Lemma 2.2. For each ,Xx  xO  is a partial G subset of X  and hence G acts 
partially on .xO   
 
Proof. Let gx DOx 
 . Then ,)(1 xg Ox   as xO  is a G subset of .T  Hence,  
.)()( 11
 xxgg OOXxx     
 
The orbit-stabilizer theorem is not true, in general, for partial actions as observed below: 
Example 2.3.(i) Let },,,{ 4321 xxxxX   be a set. Let }1|{
8  ggG  be a cyclic group of 
order }.{},,{},,{,8 2,132,142,1 xxMxxxJxxxI   Consider a partial action   of G  on  
X  given by ,1 XD  JDMDIDDDDD ggggggg  642753 ,,;  and  
;; 7531   ggggXId  ;,: 431212 xxxxxg  ;,: 22114 xxxxg    
 .,: 341216 xxxxxg   We have },1{
4
1
gGx   so ]:[ 1xGG ,4  but }.{ 2,11 xxOx 
                 
Similarly, }1{
3
xG  and }.{ 4,33 xxOx 
  Hence, no element of X  satisfies the 
orbit-stabilizer theorem.  
(ii) Let MJIX ,,,  be as defined above and }1|{ 4  ggG  be a cyclic group of order 
four. Let MDID
gg
 2, and  JDg 3  with ;,: 43121 xxxxxg     
;,: 22112 xxxxg   .,: 341213 xxxxxg    
Here, 
1x
O },,1{,}{ 22,1 212 gGGOxx xxx 
  then we have 

1111
},{/ xxxx OGgGGG   
 
under  the map 
11 x
Gx   and .
12 x
Ggx   Further, 
3x
O }{ 4,3 xx  and }1{3 xG  and 
hence .4]:[
3
xGG   
These examples suggest that alike form of the orbit-stabilizer theorem may exist for the 
partial actions on sets if for each ,Xx   we replace G  by a subset xG  of G  such 
that .
1
g
Gg
Dx
x
  Therefore, we set }|{ 1 g
x DxgG    and x
x GG / = }|{ 1 gx DxGg 
 .  
We observe that there is a natural partial action of G  on the set ./ x
x GG  
 
Lemma 2.4. Let Xx   and x
x GG /  be as defined above. Then x
x GG /  is a partial 
G set. 
 
Proof. For ,Xx   there exists a natural group action   of group G  on ,/ xGG  that 
is,  : xx GGGG //   given by .)(
11
xxh GhgGg
   The group action   induces a 
partial group action   on x
x GG /  by restricting   on x
x GG / , that is, 
1hD x
x GG / )/(1 x
x
h GG  
and the map  : 1hD hD  is defined by ,)(
11
xxh GhgGg
   xGg
1 .1hD  
 
The following result establishes a relation between the partial actions   and  .  
 
Lemma 2.5. Let X  be a partial G set and for ),/(, x
x GGXx  be the partial action 
as given above. Then }.|{ 11
1
 

ghgxh
DDxGgD   
 
Proof. For the inclusion ,}|{ 11
1
 

hghgx
DDDxGg  we consider an element xGg
1   
from the former. Then x .1 ghg DD  Obviously, x
x
x GGGg /
1   as .gDx  By the 
definition of ,   
 
.)( 111 xxh GgGhg
   
 
Moreover, 1 ghDx  implies that ,/
1
x
x
x GGGhg 
  so that 
./)/(11 x
x
x
x
hx GGGGGg  
    
On the other hand, let )./(/ 11 x
x
hx
x
x GGGGGg 
   By the definition of x
x GG / , we 
have .gDx  Further, )/(1
1
x
x
hx GGGg 
   implies that   x
x
x GGtG /  such that 
 
.)( 11 xxh GgtG

   
 
Also, 
.)( 111 xxh GgGhg
   
 
Since   is a global isomorphism, therefore we have 
 
,/1 x
x
xx GGtGGhg 
  
 
which implies that ,1 ghDx  proving the other inclusion. 
Remark 2.6. Note that  xGg
1
1hD  implies that 1 ghg DDx . Now 
  xxh GgGg
11 )( 1hD  if and only if 
hhggh
DDx 111 )(   = 1 ghg DD  which is true. 
Therefore the above result confirms that if  xGg
1 ,1hD  then .)(
1
hxh DGg 
   
 
Definition 2.7. Let ),( X  and ),(

X  be two partial actions of a group .G   Then a 
map 

 XX:  is said to be a partial G map if 1 gDx  implies that 

 1)( gDx  
and )).(())(( xx gg 

  Further, X  is said to be partially G  isomorphic to 

X  if   
is a bijection. 
 
Remark 2.8. A partial G map can be obtained by restricting G  maps. Suppose that 
  is a G  map between two global actions ),( T  and ).,(

T  Let ),( X  and 
),(

X   where 

 TXTX ,  with   and

 the restrictions of   and 

  
respectively be two partial actions. Let   be the restriction of   on X  such that 
')( XX  . Then   is a partial action.  
 
 
Definition 2.9. Let ),( X  be a partial action. Then a subset S  of X  is said to be a 
partial G transversal in X  if it meets each partial orbit in X  exactly once. 
 
Now we prove the orbit –stabilizer theorem for partial actions. 
 
Theorem 2.10 (The Orbit-Stabilizer Theorem). Let ),( X be a partial action. Then for 

xOXx ,  is partially G isomorphic to x
x GG /  and hence 
 
.||/|||| x
x
x GGO 
  
 
Further, 
 
,/ s
s
Ss
GGX

  
 
where S  is a partial G transversal in .X   
 
Proof. Let xx GGO /:   be the G isomorphism defined by 
   
.))(( 11 xg Ggx
   
For ,xOy  there exists Gg  such that )(1 xy g  and gDx  so that 
./))(( 1 x
x
g
GGx    
Let   be the restriction of   to ,xO  that is,  :

xO x
x GG /  be given by  
.,))(( 11 gxg DxGgx 

  
 
As  ( xO ) ,/ x
x GG  by Remark 2.8,   is a partial G map which is one-one. 
 
In order to prove that   is onto, it is sufficient to show that .)/(1 xx
x OGG   For, let 
xOy  such that ./)( x
x GGy   Since GgOy x  ,  such that )(1 xy g   so 
./1 x
x
x GGGg 
   But this implies that gDx  and .)(1
 xg Oxy    As orbits of the 
global action ),( T  induce a partition of T , the partial orbits of ),( X  induce a 
partition of .X  Hence, we get ./ s
s
Ss
x
Ss
GGOX

   
 
Example 2.11. Consider the partial action   of G  on X  given in Example 2.3(i). 
Here }{ 2,11 xxOx 
  and }.{ 4,33 xxOx 
  Let }{ 3,1 xxS   be a partial G transversal in .X  
Then },,,1{ 6421 gggG x   and }.,1{ 4
1
gGx   Since 11
4
xx GGg   and ,11
26
xx GgGg   we 
have 
1111
1 },{/ 2 xxxx
x
OGgGGG   under the map 
11 x
Gx   and .
1
2
2 xGgx               
Similarly, }1{},,1{
3
3 2  x
x
GgG  and 
3333
3 },{/ 2 xxxx
x
OGgGGG   under the map 
33 x
Gx   and .
3
2
4 xGgx   Hence, s
s
Ss
GGX /

  under the maps given above with 
}.{ 3,1 xxS              
 
 
As an application of the orbit-stabilizer theorem, we get  
Corollary 2.12. For ,Xx  we have ||/|||||| x
x
xx GGOO 
 , where 
}.|{ 1 h
x DxGhG  
 
Proof.  By the orbit-stabilizer theorems for global actions and partial actions, we have 
|| xG | ||G  and || xG | ||
xG  which imply that || xG | .|||)||(|
xx GGG   Hence 
 
.||/||||
||/||||/||
||/||||
||/||||
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
xx
xx
GGO
GGGG
GGG
GGO





 
 
We also need  
Lemma 2.13. Let ),( X  be a partial action of a finite group G  with the global action 
).,( T  Then there is a one-one correspondence between the G orbits in T  and 
partial G orbits in .X  In particular, if X  is finite, then the number k  of disjoint orbits 
in X  is also given by: 
Gg
ggg uuTuTT
G
k

  }.)(|{,
||
1
  
Proof. Let TtOt ,  be an orbit in .T  Then for GgTt  ,  such that .)( Ttx g    
Hence tOx  so that ., XxOO xt   This sets up a one-one correspondence, via the 
map XOxOXOO txxt  ,
  between G orbits in T  and partial G orbits in 
.X   The rest of the proof follows from Burnside Theorem. 
 
Let ),( X  be a partial action of a finite group G  on a set X  and ),( T  be its 
enveloping action. Let ,...},...,{ 21 mxxxS   be a partial G transversal in .X  Then S  is 
also a G transversal in ,T  as observed in above lemma. Hence ,...,...,
21 mxxx
OOO  are 
disjoint orbits in T  with the size given by Corollary 2.12 such that .
ix
i
OT   Now, the 
complete action of   on T  can be obtained using the orbits ,...,...,
21 mxxx
OOO  and the 
partial action ).,( X  
 Example 2.14. Consider the partial action given in Example 2.3(1). We have 
2||,2||
11
 xx GO
  and | 1xG | .4  By using Corollary 2.12, we have .422||
1
xO  
Similarly, 1||,2||
33
 xx GO
  and | 3xG | .6  Therefore, .862||
3
xO  The global action 
),( T  of the partial action ),( X  is given by: 
 The global set },,,,,,,,,,,{ 121110987654321 xxxxxxxxxxxxT   has two disjoint orbits 
},,,{ 65211 xxxxOx   and }.,,,,,,,{ 121110987433 xxxxxxxxOx   The bijections sg
'
  are 
computed using 
1x
O
3
, xO  and sg
'
  as follows: 
 
g g 2 g3 g 4 g 5 g 6 g 7 g 8  1
x 1  x 5 x 1  x 2 x 1  x 6 x 1  x 1 x 1  x 5 x 1  x 2 x 1  x 6 x 1  x 1
x 2  x 6 x 2  x 1 x 2  x 5 x 2  x 2 x 2  x 6 x 2  x 1 x 2  x 5 x 2  x 2
x 3  x 7 x 3  x 4 x 3  x 8 x 3  x 9 x 3  x 10 x 3  x 11 x 3  x 12 x 3  x 3
x 4  x 8 x 4  x 9 x 4  x 10 x 4  x 11 x 4  x 12 x 4  x 3 x 4  x 7 x 4  x 4
x 5  x 2 x 5  x 6 x 5  x 1 x 5  x 5 x 5  x 2 x 5  x 6 x 5  x 1 x 5  x 5
x 6  x 1 x 6  x 5 x 6  x 2 x 6  x 6 x 6  x 1 x 6  x 5 x 6  x 2 x 6  x 6
x 7  x 4 x 7  x 8 x 7  x 9 x 7  x 10 x 7  x 11 x 7  x 12 x 7  x 3 x 7  x 7
x 8  x 9 x 8  x 10 x 8  x 11 x 8  x 12 x 8  x 3 x 8  x 7 x 8  x 4 x 8  x 8
x 9  x 10 x 9  x 11 x 9  x 12 x 9  x 3 x 9  x 7 x 9  x 4 x 9  x 8 x 9  x 9
x 10  x 11 x 10  x 12 x 10  x 3 x 10  x 7 x 10  x 4 x 10  x 8 x 10  x 9 x 10  x 10
x 11  x 12 x 11  x 3 x 11  x 7 x 11  x 4 x 11  x 8 x 11  x 9 x 11  x 10 x 11  x 11
x 12  x 3 x 12  x 7 x 12  x 4 x 12  x 8 x 12  x 9 x 12  x 10 x 12  x 11 x 12  x 12
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